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The Touring Car/2, Studebaker Avanti
Le Mans MGA


The MG Car Club's historic gathering at Silverstone in May to commemorate 50 years of the marque was much enjoyed by competitors and spectators alike. But on a more personal level it also marked a reunion. For during the grand parade Ted Lund again took the wheel of the MGA that he ran at Le Mans in 1959, 1960 and 1961. Although now owned and consistently raced by Bob McElroy of Stockport, Cheshire, it is virtually unchanged since its latter days at Sarthe, so the occasion was a particularly nostalgic one for Ted. The MGA's history is a fascinating one, culminating as it did in Lund winning the two-litre class in the car during the classic 24-hour race in 1960.

Although Ted Lund has driven a number of other makes on the race track, he is probably best remembered for his competitive activities with MG. He puts this down to the fact his father went to school with the "father" of the marque, Cecil Kimber, and later both became involved in the affairs of the Manchester Motor Club. Therefore it was hardly surprising that when Ted took up motor racing in 1947 it was at the wheel of a supercharged MG PB (reg. no. RTU 260, where is it now?). After a successful first season he took the car to Belgium, entering it in the Grand Prix des Frontiers, finishing fourth in the under-two-litre class. Thereafter he simply refitted the road equipment, and embarked on a short Continental tour! By 1950 he was still at the wheel of a by now restyled PB, and it was during that year, E. K. Lund of Coppall, near Chorley, Lancs, were, perhaps appropriately, appointed MG dealers, the garage soon becoming a meeting place for many MG enthusiasts in the north-east. Nineteen-fifty was also significant because Ted was invited by John Thornley, then assistant General Manager of the MG Car Company, to join the company's works team. He joined George Phillips and Dick Jacobs for his first race in a works car; the production sports car race at Silverstone where TC's were placed 2nd, 3rd and 4th. Ted continued to actively campaign MGs, racing a much modified TD (GBI 412), and later a similarly stark TF.

Top, all the sense of urgency of the 24-hour contest is captured by this photograph of Ted Lund taking over in the A during the 1960 race. Above, 1960 Le Mans again. That year Lund and Escott won the 2-litre class. SRX 210's engine compartment as it is today. The heads and carburettors are the Le Mans fittings, though a 1800 block is now fitted. Also note old Colron tin in front of the radiator for topping up front shock absorbers.

Above, the RAC's verification of engine size for the 1961 Le Mans.
Le Mans MGA

However, in 1955 a team of three prototype MGAs (as they later became known) were entered by the company for that year's Le Mans, and Ted, although he had been invited to drive in the TR team, gladly accepted an invitation from MG to co-drive one of the new cars. F. Wilson McComb in his "Story of the MG Sports Cars" (Dent) writes that it was originally intended to announce the new model at the beginning of June and then run three of them at Le Mans "a [John] Thorley inspiration, that for sheer boldness, rivaled the most audacious feats of the good old days". As it happened, problems with the supply of bodies meant that the cars were announced only a week or two before the race, though not as a production model. The new cars appeared as racing prototypes, being simply numbered EX 128; it was to be another three months before the production MGA emerged. It was perhaps appropriate that MG should return to the international circuits after a longer absence with a car of radically different full-width bodywork, in complete contrast to the visually archetypal TF that was phased out earlier the same year. However, the new car's body could be traced back to George Phillips' special bodied TD, which ran at Le Mans 81 people. Tragedy also struck the MG team when Dick Jacobs crashed at the White House and was gravely injured. Meanwhile the other two cars were still running well, and Ted Lund now takes up the story. "During the night a D-type Jaguar tried to pass me at Arnage and slid right into the sandbank, and remained there for the rest of the race. Then later, towards the morning, I tried to do the very same (trying to pass a Triumph TR2), at the same corner. Needless to say I shot into the back of the D-type in the same sandbank, I could have cried on the spot... to think through lack of concentration and probably tiredness after 12 to 14 hours of racing I had done the very thing I should have been aware of." Fortunately the car was still drivable, so Lund crawled on to the pits where the front end was beaten out and a wheel changed. Nonetheless he managed to finish, being classified 13th overall. The Le Mans car used pushrod engines, but the racers were cars that the company at the Ulster TT at Dundrod in September were fitted with the then experimental twin-cam engine. In fact these two twin cam cars retired, while the remaining pushrod car came fourth. By chance irony this race was also marred by a bad accident, and as a result the circuit was never used again, but at just the juncture the company withdrew from the sport.

A despondent Colin Escott stands by the damaged A after the car hit a dog during the 1959 Le Mans. It ran only that year in open form.

During 1957 and 1958 Ted Lund agreed to drive for Triumph, Frazer Nash and Peerless, though for one reason and another the cars failed to materialise. However, in the meantime a secret and advanced project was underway at Abingdon: the car which Ted Lund hoped to race at Sarthe in 1959. He described the finished project, that was built in MGA Development Department, as "a beautiful twin cam sports racing car looking like a smaller Mercedes 300SL". He reckoned the top speed would be in the region of 140/160mph, at a massive cost of the project at around £5,000. Although an MG twin cam engine was used (the "A" with this new engine being announced in July 1958) the rear end differed radically, a de Dion rear axle being fitted. Unfortunately, the higher echelons of BMC deemed that the car should not run as a factory-sponsored MG, particularly as it was not a recognisable production vehicle and it would be in the hands of a driver who was not employed or even paid a retainer by the company. There has naturally been some speculation as to the fate of this fascinating machine. It was rumoured that it had been sold to a wealthy American, but there seems some likelihood that it may have been broken up (as is the fate of most prototypes). Certainly a de Dion rear end had been fitted to an MGA was recently seen at the factory, so this may or may not be the remains of the stillborn Le Mans car. If anyone could add to the fate of this very special twin-cam, I'd be most grateful.

Nonetheless, this edit left Ted Lund without a car to drive, so a standard twin cam open two-seater was assembled in one of the racing teams. Lund was able to recruit an ex-DRG-MGA, and the car was driven to the front of the pack, and the car was painted red and others British Racing Green under the final green coat, it could be an amalgam of two bodies. Certainly the original aluminium front body was not mentioned in the race, but the old fuselage was substituted to strengthen the upper front end. The front of the car naturally looked completely standard, with the exception of a carburettor inlet duct on the offside, which later emerged on the back of the offside front wing. The car, at Ted's insistence, also retained its original flashing indicators. He used these to tell his pit that he had understood their instructions to keep the competition at bay. The windscreen was fitted and a 2-gallon petrol tank with quick-release filler was placed at the rear. It was then painted with a British Racing Green flash down the side, just like Ted's own twin-cam (chassis 527) which no doubt caused some initial confusion! The completed car was tested with the clutch disintegrated, so a German diaphragm Hausenan unit, à la Porsche, was fitted in place of the original. The car, which was given the chassis no. YD320S, was registered SRX 210.

The economics of preparing this entry for Le Mans may be of interest. This particular car cost £10,000, while racing tyres and tubes were £132 per set, with two sets being required, plus a third to be on the offside. Petrol for the race, and practice, cost £130. This was delivered to the pits via high-pressure hoses which delivered fuel at 26.3 gallons per minute.

Ted shared the driving of SRX 210 with Colin Escott, and the car was given race number 33. As Escott suffered from back trouble it was decided that each driver should have his own individual seat bottom, which was detachable, Ted's being coloured green, and Colin's red. During practice for the race Escott had had the misfortune to hit a sandbank at the Mulsanne corner, denting the front end. However, the damage was beaten out and the front re-painted. The gearbox was also changed as pressure had built up in it to the extent that the filler plug had been blown out, and oil lost. Also it had started jumping out of gear under full load, the overdrive ratio was also changed from 3:91:1 to 4:1:1 the same night. The MG started well, and was running comfortably enough, apart from trouble with a carburettor, thermostat. The next morning Escott hit an Alsation dog that had somehow got on to the Mulsanne Straight. Team manager Major Andrew Pownall then had an agonising decision to make as the car's cooling ducts had been severely distorted by the collision, and the car was starting to overheat badly. Should the undercarriage be removed to allow as much air as possible to circulate, or should the car continue on for another three or four laps until oil and water could be replenished? He opted for the latter course of action, and it was decided to let the car cool and slow down for the required number of laps until oil and water supplies could be checked. Unfortunately, with about four miles to go, the engine seized and solid investigation showed that it was completely ruined. Also the gearbox that had been overheating badly was in a similar state. So ended SRX 210's first appearance at Sarthe, an initially promising one, though dogged, as it were, by ill-luck. After the race Ted acquired the car from the company although Abingdon continued to prepare it.

The following year the racing regulations were changed, requiring the use of a full height windscreen, so it was decided to fit a coupé top on the existing bodywork. Midland Sheet Metal of Chilwell, Nottingham, put the job on the car, and the car was sprayed metallic green (the very same paint used on EX 181, the Moss record-breaking twin-cam), as Midland had built the car. It was placed in the two-litre prototype class and it was decided to bore the engine
out to 1762cc, so special pistons were made for this engine and 40 DCOE Webers were fitted in place of the 2½in SU's of the previous year. Lund estimated that these body and mechanical modifications gave it a top speed of 130mph with a 4:1:1 rear axle ratio. In addition to the original instruments an oil temperature gauge was fitted in view of the trouble experienced in 1959. The traditional MGA grille was retained, and two Lund spot lamps fitted, and the car was numbered 32 for the race. Ted experienced an unexpected and furious rainstorm at one stage in the race which meant he was driving blind for a few seconds, and later had a near miss with a Chevrolet Corvette, and then the car nearly ran out of petrol! At one stage the pit staff were alarmed to find that the car had only two pints of fuel left in the tank. Consumption was in the region of 121mpg. Then on his penultimate lap Ted noticed John Dalton's Austin Healey Sprite coming down the straight alongside him. He therefore eased up slightly so that the two Abington-prepared cars crossed the finishing line together, the MG winning the two-litre class and the Sprite also chalked up a first place in its class. The "A" had averaged just over 91mph for 24 hours, and had also put in a fastest lap of 99.46mph. Apart from this class win he was placed 13th overall, and as Ted recalls, "we never changed a tyre or brake pads, in fact I bought the car back a fortnight later; after washing the car I took it over to Dublin for a race, and never even took a plug out". The Le Mans engine was then sold to Tony Woods to defray expenses. It is pleasing to hear that this engine has recently come to light and may be eventually restored.

No doubt spurred on by his success of the previous year, the indefatigable Lund again entered the car in 1961, though on this occasion Bob Othoff was co-driver. Again body modifications were effected. To improve air penetration the front end was re-designed, the traditional MGA grille being dispensed with and streamlining improved. Also the front wings were modified, being cut back 44ins. Another 1762cc engine was fitted, though this time 45 DCOE Webers were fitted. In this form the engine was giving 128bhp at 5400rpm and the speeds in gear were as follows: bottom, 55mph; 2nd, 87mph; 3rd, 112mph and top, 140mph at 7,000rpm. Unfortunately the 1961 race was soon over for the "A" (race number 58). "I blew up in a big way," remembers Ted, "I was doing 140mph down the straight when there was a terrible bang, flames and bits of metal were flying everywhere and everything locked up solid." In fact it was the first car in the race to retire, the trouble was later found to have been caused by a broken big end bolt. Nonetheless he had the satisfaction of being at the wheel of the first MG to lap the circuit at over 100mph, at 101.66mph to be precise.

After the 1961 blow-up the spare engine (no. 16 GU 306S) was fitted, and this is still with the car today. Ted Lund campaigned the MG in club events until 1968, when he officially retired, and in 1972 he sold the car to Bob McElroy. During 1973 Bob continued to run the car on this spare engine. However, this year, to comply with the rules of the Charles Spreckley Championship for Thoroughbred Sports Cars, a standard 1600cc twin-cam engine, running on 8:3 pistons, has been fitted, although the Le Mans cylinder head and Webers have been retained. Another small, and easily reversible, modification is the substitution of wider wheels for modern racing tyres. (The originals in '60 and '61 were 550 x 15 front and 600 x 15 rear.) Apart from these minor variations, the car is just as Ted Lund drove it at Le Mans in 1961, even down to the plastic drinking tube which fitted into a thermos of iced lemonade. Another "original" feature is a Coloron wood dye tin filled with hydraulic fluid and connected up with piping to keep the front shock absorbers topped up!

Incidentally, it was planned to enter the car again in 1962, but these plans eventually fell through due to its advancing years. Nonetheless SRX 210 survives as a tribute to the years at Sarthe when the names of MG and Ted Lund were synonymous.